
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dear Parents, 

Welcome to our first ever newsletter at Al-Hidaayah 

Academy. This is our own way of giving you some insight 

to what goes on at the school, updates of exciting 

developments, fantastic achievements of our students 

and once in a while, anything we feel may be of benefit 

to you. We hope to send you a newsletter once a month. 

Health & Safety 

Alhamdulillah, we have been very fortunate to not have 

had any student or staff member test positive for COVID-

19. Although we had a parent test positive, the parent 

has since tested negative. 

 

Students’ progress 

We are quite pleased with the progress and effort 

students have shown this term. Given all the disruptions 

in learning, students have responded with a high degree 

of resilience and have returned to school showing 

promising levels of commitment to their learning. Our 

current Year 11 class is working hard toward their IGCSEs 

in May/June2021 in sha Allah, and before then we hope 

for a good showing after their mocks in January. 

 

New staff 

The lack of a physical Parent Teacher Committee meeting 

has not permitted us to introduce our new staff 

members. We know you will eventually get to meet them 

but until then, we have Mr. Samuel Ochigbo joining the 

maths department and Monsieur Saidi Afo taking over 

the teaching of French at the school. 

 

January 2021 resumption 

Come January, all the students will be resuming 

physically at school, Years 7 -12. I’m not sure who will be 

happier about that bit of information – the Year 7 and 8 

parents or students. At the school, we are definitely 

looking forward to having everyone back on the 

premises. All necessary information regarding the 

January resumption will be given to you as we go 

forward. 

 

Online school fees payment 

We are soon going to introduce our online payment 

system. We intend for it to be as stress free as possible 

and we will be sure to offer as much support as possible 

to everyone when we introduce the platform.  

Finally, we hope to use this medium to share a lot of 

ideas, stories and information that we believe will help 

us to be a better community bi ithniLlah. 

 

As always, if you have any other queries or questions, 

please contact the school admin who will direct your 

query to the appropriate member of staff. My door is 

always open so please feel free to contact me or my 

deputy. 

 

May Allaah’s blessings and protection be with you, 

Aamiin. 

 

Ms. Hameedah  

Ag. Headteacher 
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 PREPARING FOR EXAMS IN THE YEAR 2020 

The Road to IGCSEs 2021.  

By Rania Imam and Muhammad Hassan 

The year 2020 has been a year full of unprecedented events. The corona 

virus, a horrendous pandemic, has completely changed the course of our 

daily lives. We simply pray to Allaah to protect us all and cleanse the 

world of it. The previous year 11s struggled with their IGCSEs and their 

graduation but they strived until they made us all proud. We have a 

legacy to live up to. Alhamdulillah, we have been able to resume 

physically, but still, we are yet to return to normalcy. 

It was a delight, finally returning after the never-ending break and 

meeting our friends. The pressure was on, right after resumption, with 

our exams approaching too quickly. The long school hours were simply 

made more challenging with face masks and social distancing rules. Our 

weekends, when we finally get to heal from the recurring headaches 

have also been taken away but the Saturday classes and tests have been 

very helpful in preparing us for what is to come.  

We have to admit, it is hard but we just have to keep persevering, our 

efforts shall not be in vain, In Sha Allah. We have spoken about how this 

year has been awful but we know that it has been a year like no other, a 

year in which we tried new things; learnt things we did not know 

previously; got one of the longest breaks in history, so long that we 

prayed for it to end; got to spend so much time with our families. We 

know that acing our exams in these conditions will be a major 

achievement. May Allah increase us all in knowledge and grant us 

success. Ameen. 

Important Dates In December, 2020 

DATE EVENT 
Dec. 5 What Next A –Level presentations for Year 11 

families 
Dec. 14 - 18 End of term exams 
Dec. 18 Last day of school 
Dec. 19 Last Saturday class for the term (Year 11 only) 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Science involves the study of nature and this month we have been looking at many interesting aspects of 

nature. Students have studied plant life, animal and human systems, chemical and physical processed and 

have used the new know to explain natural phenomena such as rainbows, cold/hot sensitivities, growth of 

human and plant bodies, and many more. 

Ecological Systems 

The year 9 class has been exploring the world of 

living things and how they interact with their non-

living environments. This is a field of science called 

Ecology.  

Ecologists study how humans, animals, plants and 

microorganisms interact with one another and with 

their environment. This leads to an understanding of 

how ecosystems work – these are ecological 

systems comprised of living and non-living factors 

influencing each other.  

Students carried out a few case studies of animals 

feeding on plants and on other animals, forming 

feeding relationships called food chains and webs. 

They also learnt that the source of the energy that 

sustains life on earth is the sun. With these they are 

able to analyse how changing populations of one 

organism affects the population of another in the 

same habitat. For example, wolf population may 

decrease if a drought leads to a decrease population 

of deer in the same habitat since the deer would die 

off from starvation and the wolf which feeds on the 

deer would eventually starve also. The reverse is the 

case when the habitat is lush and green from 

abundance of rain. 

Studying Ecology at this level sets the stage for 

future studies in fields of marine biology, 

environmental biology, botany, zoology, 

biotechnology, archaeology, palaeontology, to name 

just a few. It also gives a general knowledge of how 

our world functions as a unit and how our actions 

affect our environment and its other dependants. 

The Electromagnetic Spectrum 

In the physical Sciences, year 10 students learnt 

about SPECTRA 

Do you know that when light rays pass through a 

glass prism, it splits into different colours as shown 

in the picture? 

How many colours can you see in the picture above? 

Red, Orange, Yellow, Green, Blue, Indigo and Violet 

This is due to the fact that different colours combine 

to form the white light. So, when it passes through a 

transparent material such as a glass prism, water 

droplet or oil droplet, it gets deviated (refraction). 

However, different colours (light of wavelengths) 

get deviated at different levels. The red is deviated 

the least while violet gets deviated the most. This 

Department for the month - Science  

Mr Ezra, Mr Haruna and Mr Christian 

Figure 1:  http://gracefulwildanimalbestblog.blogspot.com/2016/05/wild-animal-food-chains.html  

http://gracefulwildanimalbestblog.blogspot.com/2016/05/wild-animal-food-chains.html


creates a spectrum of light colours – the seven 

rainbow colours.  It is called the electromagnetic 

spectrum.  

 

 

Real Life Situation 

We’ve all seen rainbows before.  

Students learnt that the rainbow is a real life 

Situation of white light spectrum.  

When sunlight hits rain droplets in the atmosphere, 

some of the light is refracted in similar way to the 

glass prism. This forms the electromagnetic 

spectrum of lights in the sky and that is what we call 

a rainbow. 

 

Biosystematics 

Students also learnt about classification sometimes 

referred to as systematics or biosystematics, which 

is the study of the different kinds of organisms that 

exist, as well as those that existed in the past that 

are now extinct. 

It involves describing and classifying organisms and 

also looks the relationship between them 

(taxonomy), as well as the challenges that have 

occurred in them during the past generations – 

called evolution. 

Biosystematics interacts and overlaps with other 

biological disciplines, particularly ecology and 

genetics. Without the foundation of basic 

knowledge provided by systematic biologists, the 

great advances in health sciences and medicines 

would have been more difficult. 

Neglected concern to the study of biosystematics 

has caused the world a lot of problems in the study 

of introduced pests. These are pests introduced into 

new areas without adequate study of relationship 

between the native and exotic species. 

Systematics finds employment as teachers and 

researchers in schools, colleges and research 

institutes. 

Marine and Aquatic Biologists 

Marine biologists are those whose interest is in 

classification, mode of life, function or adaptations 

of organisms inhabiting the sea. Aquatic biologists 

are those whose interest is in the studies of the 

fresh water environment. 

 

 

There is an increase in worldwide consumption of 

fish for human food, commercial livestock feeds and 

fertilizer demand. This has caused a strain on the 

sea due to improved efficiency of fishing techniques 

and growth of the fishing. Marine and aquatic 

biologists advocate that aquaculture, which is the 

aquatic equivalent to agriculture should be studied 

Figure 2: https://www.alamy.com/stock-photo-white-light-
spectrum-38251673.html  

Figure 3: https://www.shutterstock.com/search/rainbow 

Figure 4: https://www.thebalancecareers.com/marine-biologist-
125619 

https://www.alamy.com/stock-photo-white-light-spectrum-38251673.html
https://www.alamy.com/stock-photo-white-light-spectrum-38251673.html


and practiced more by trained personnel so that 

human kind can realize the full potentialities of 

aquatic organisms. 

The full potentialities of aquaculture cannot be 

realized without the contributions to knowledge 

which only biologist can supply. 

Several aquatic and marine biologist are employed 

in the teaching and research institutions. Also, many 

governmental agencies in water-related ministries 

employ those trained in fisheries. International 

agencies such as Food and Agriculture Organization 

of the United Nations, also employ marine biologist.

 

In conclusion 

The science curriculum is designed to provide the basic skills and knowledge students need to pursue and 

thrive well in advanced fields of study at higher institutions of learning. It covers knowledge and skills 

relevant to work in the medical, psychological, aerospace, chemical, petrochemical, aquatic, and many 

engineering fields of study.  

Even if a student does not venture into the sciences, the science curriculum is also designed to provide 

adequate knowledge and understanding of the world around us, the universe around it, as well as ethical use 

of these acquired knowledge to make life better for us and for humanity. 

 

 

 

 

  



 

November in pictures 


